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Autism occupies a prominent place in scientific research both as a medical and as a socio-cultural phenomenon. Autism is studied as a disorder and a diagnostic label, as an experience of people with autism, their parents and their supporters, and finally as a disability related to stigma and rejection. The purpose of this article is to describe the posted experiences on personal blogs of five mothers who have school-aged children in the autistic spectrum in Greece. The qualitative method of content analysis is used for analysing the personal narratives across their blogs because this method focuses on describing and understanding the presented experiences and acknowledges the central role of the researcher in describing and signifying the issues discussed. The results of the content analysis show that the mothers seem to view autism through a developmental perspective and as they lead efforts for their child’s developmental timeline they are worried about their child’s developmental course and tend to experience high levels of anxiety, depression and burnout. The mothers act as practical scientists and co-therapists, taking an active role in educating and raising their children, finding a school and selecting appropriate interventions. The mothers struggle to obtain quality in education and services, while faced with the absence of technical infrastructure and understaffing in schools, lack of funding, covert or overt practices of acceptance and rejection of people with disabilities in the educational system, the attitudes and ignorance of some educators, and the high cost of private services. These mothers, at first, view autism as a tragedy and within their social environment they face covert or overt rejection since their children are stigmatised as “abnormal”. Later on, the mothers accept their child's disability as a prerequisite for gaining a new life experience. It seems that the mothers have a mixed perception of disability, which sometimes tends to be closer to the medical model, sometimes to the hybrid model, while other times to the social model of disability.
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Introduction

Research on autism is associated with social representations, cultural and personal experiences of different groups, scientific developments and social changes. The research involves a multitude of studies and it is performed on many levels, ranging from the organic to the social dimension of autism (D’Auria, 2010; Fisher, 2006; Ortega, 2009; Panopoulou-Maratou, 2010; Papoudi, 2008; Sawchuka & Clarkea, 2015; Sinclair, 2010; Solomon, 2010).

Autism is the object of thorough research and attracts scientific interest on so many levels and from so many different approaches because it is a versatile developmental disorder, which involves special characteristics and disabilities requiring a versatile treatment (Panopoulou-Maratou, 2010). In terms of severity, the cognitive and language impairments as well as the disturbance of the individual’s ability to relate to other people, rank autism at the top of pervasive developmental disorders (Papoudi, 2008).

Autism, which is often compared to a “puzzle” or “labyrinth”, is even more complex as a social phenomenon and covers the sphere of politics, medicine, ethics and, above all, education. Whether viewed as a clinical category (Brownlow, 2010a; D’Auria, 2010; Shah, Dalton, & Boris, 2007), or as a sociocultural phenomenon (Oliver, 1996; Ortega, 2009; Sinclair, 2010), autism holds a prominent, albeit controversial, position in social research and in the constant search of the humanities concerning empathy, inter-subjectivity and cognitive functions (Solomon, 2010). At the same time, autism is linked to social changes and directly affects families, services and schools (Fisher, 2006; Myers, Mackintosh, & Goin-Kochel, 2009). The
struggle for public schools that will offer quality educational programs for autism with teaching methods based on empirical data seems to be at present the only way out of the “labyrinth” of autism for families (Fisher). It is, therefore, of great interest to discover how mothers present their experiences of the educational system and its services for children in the autistic spectrum.

When looking at the experiences of parents of disabled children of school-family cooperation, in the light of the social model of disability approach in Greece, research revealed a sense of personal tragedy experienced by the majority of parents, lack of cooperation with specialists, lack of support structures and difficulties in communication with education professionals. The same research has also highlighted the struggle of families to convince the teaching staff to allow their disabled children to enroll or continue their attendance in schools, the intolerance and inability of the educational system to differentiate itself from the medical model of education and treatment of a disabled student, as well as the shift of all responsibility from organisations and education professionals to parents of disabled children as part of the individual model of disability approach (Zoniou-Sideri & Deropoulou-Derou, 2008). In addition, educational services do not take responsibility for their role and they act with formalism, bureaucracy, non-acceptance of disability and treat disability like an illness (Boutskou, 2008; Phtiaka, 2008). The shift of responsibility to parents as well as the difficulties in communication with education professionals are themes previously discussed by Dreuth Zeman, Swanke, & Doktor (2011b).

Greek sociocultural evidence refers to a “hybrid” model of approaching disability as opposed to the medical and social model of disability. On the one hand, the medical model of disability focuses on diagnosis and labeling the individual, and, on the other hand, the social model of disability focuses on the social construction of disability (Zoniou-Sideri, 2011). The
proposed “hybrid” model of disability is based on “common sense”, an approach that combines individual and social elements, views the disabled individual as the ‘other’ and disability as a personal matter, sometimes even as a “personal tragedy”, with a philanthropic attitude, but accepting the need for equal treatment as well as for the human and social rights of the disabled. Furthermore, it is argued that disability is a popular subject in the media, with a preference for personal success or failure disability stories, as well as for the shortcomings and failures of the state and its services with reference to citizens with disabilities (Zoniou-Sideri, Karayianni, Deropoulou, & Spandagou, 2006).

The present article examines the discourse of the experiences of mothers who have a child with autism, as posted on their personal blogs, by using a qualitative methodological approach. A thorough review of the literature showed the relevant research to be very limited so far at an international level (Fleischmann, 2004, 2005) while absent at a national level. The studies conducted are based on narratives of parents’ personal websites (Fleischmann, 2004, 2005) but a study of the blogs is under examined with the exception of a few scholars (Dreuth Zeman, Swanke, & Doktor, 2011a; Dreuth Zeman et al., 2011b). Nevertheless, the blogs are much more interactive compared to static websites, usually facilitating communication among bloggers and readers, thus promoting the building of social networks (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). Additionally, parents of children in the autistic spectrum are using the virtual social networks to communicate, get support and gather information (Dreuth Zeman et al., 2011a). Therefore, the objectives of this article are: (a) to describe and present the mothers’ experiences of school-aged children in the autistic spectrum as narrated through their reports on their personal blogs, and (b) to investigate the discourse of mothers about autism in relation to the current dominant models of disability in the autism field. This is extremely important because the Internet is used more widely nowadays;
parents mediate for their children’s rights and act as advocates (Jordan, 2010; Ryan & Runswick-Cole, 2009).

**Methodology**

**Research Questions**

In order to explore the mothers’ experiences and to collect meaningful and significant data, the following questions were explored according to the mothers’ reports on their blogs.

1. How are children in the autistic spectrum presented on their mothers’ blogs?
2. How are the school and its services presented as part of the educational system which is aimed at families and children in the autistic spectrum?
3. How is autism and disability presented and perceived by mothers in their social environment?

**Research Context and Research Participants**

The data were collected from blogs created by mothers of children in the autistic spectrum on Greek websites. The research participants were five mothers of children in the autistic spectrum who had published their views and experiences on their blogs (Table 1). The term “children in the autistic spectrum” used in this research applies here to children diagnosed with “Asperger Syndrome”, “autism” and “pervasive developmental disorder”. The mothers’ age was roughly estimated through their reports to be within the age group of 35-45 years. The mothers and authors of those blogs were middle-class, married, working women of Greek origin, residing in Athens, with the exception of one woman living in the provinces. On average they had two children each, although in one case there was a mother with three children (a child with autism and twin boys). They all lived in the same house with their husbands and children, and were mostly graduates of Higher Education. On two occasions the mothers’ educational backgrounds
were not mentioned, and on another occasion a mother’s employment status was not reported. Three out of the five mothers (60%) took an active part in associations for parents of children in the autistic spectrum or other similar organizations. All mothers had in their blogs links to Greek and international organizations for autism, special needs and disabilities, to websites with autism materials, as well as to homepages of an informative nature and to websites from people and public or private sector bodies with content relevant to autism.

[t] Insert Table 1 near here/[t]

The children in the autistic spectrum were all boys with an average age of 8.4 years, ranging from six to twelve years old. Two of the children were diagnosed with autism, two with Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD) and one with High-Functioning Autism—Asperger syndrome. All the children in the autistic spectrum had a formal diagnosis from agencies of state, were capable of speech, lived at home with their parents and studied in special primary schools, except for one child who studied in a common primary school (Table 1).

Data were collected through the Google web search engine by entering keywords such as “mothers of children in the autistic spectrum”, “families / parents of people with autism”, “autism and blogs”, “parents’ views on autism”, “child with autism”. The selection criteria in order to include a blog in the sample are as follows:

1. The blog is written in Greek for the most part.

2. The blogger is a mother of a child with autism according to her statement. No distinction is made between the informal and formal diagnostic categories and definitions of autism (e.g. pervasive developmental disorders, autism, high-functioning autism, Asperger Syndrome).
3. The blog contains personal narratives and experiences of the author—the mother—which relate to the child with autism and her experience as a parent.

4. The blog extends to more than 20 pages (separate pages posted by the same author, which can be accessed from the blog's home page through links sorted chronologically or thematically).

5. The blog can be freely accessed by anyone, not requiring registration or any other authorisation in order to view the blog.

There is a need to take into account that the actual state of being the mother of a child with autism, the demographic characteristics, the existence of a child in the autistic spectrum and an accurate diagnosis cannot be certified in an official way. Although all of the above were personal statements of the mothers on their blogs, it is obvious from the discourse on their blogs that the mothers were indeed the authors, as they often uploaded photos of their child and their family, snapshots from their everyday life and useful material related to their child’s education and activities. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the content and narratives from the blogs examined are not necessarily representative of the experiences of other mothers of children in the autistic spectrum.

The practice of conducting research online is evolving and so are the ethical issues relating to privacy, informed consent and confidentiality. The decision on how to address the issue of informed consent depends on how public a research environment is (Rodham & Gavin, 2006). In the present research the blogs were public, anyone could access them without any restrictions and this was a sample selection criterion. Moreover, the blogs were indexed and thus locatable by search engines. It can be safely argued that the mothers’ expectations about privacy were mediocre as their blogs were open to the public, and opinions, and facts and photos were
disclosed as if in a physical public location. Moreover, it became obvious during the course of the analysis that the mothers used their personal blogs to express ideas, narrate experiences, connect with others and struggle against stigma and rejection of their children. Therefore, they are likely to have higher expectations of publicity instead of privacy. It could also be argued that blogging could be a way of relating and giving support to others outside the family (Heisler & Ellis, 2008).

Following the British Psychological Society (2007) guidelines for ethical practice in psychological research online, the issues of identity verification, anonymity and confidentiality of participants, as well as data protection, were properly addressed in the present research. In order to maintain anonymity, the blogs’ addresses are not cited in the text or listed among the references. Although the identity of participants could not be verified in any official way, it is obvious from the blogs that the writers were mothers who uploaded material related to their families and children in the autistic spectrum. For the purposes of anonymity and confidentiality their names are not cited, and any personal data were securely protected and replaced with general categories without identifiable information. Moreover, the research strived to adopt a self-critical stance towards the key role of the researchers themselves and apply the ethical code of conduct, abiding by the 'do not harm' principle as argued in the relevant literature (Rodham & Gavin, 2006).

Selection of Research Method

Robson (2011) profiles narrative analysis as a valid form of research and arguably, to accept personal accounts as reliable sources of information may prove particularly insightful. The qualitative method of content analysis was selected in order to analyse the mothers’ written narratives, because it focuses on description and understanding of the text, and acknowledges the
main role of the researcher in the way the issues are described and signified. Through the construction of thematic categories, the text is deconstructed, analysed, interpreted and theorised. The analysis focuses on concepts, meanings or issues recalled with respect to the focus of study and how information on the topic is gathered, as well as on how this is perceived by individuals or groups (Kyriazi, 2001).

Findings
The mothers, through their narratives on their blogs, constructed a representation of children in the autistic spectrum by referring to their child’s development and disability, education, family and wider social environment. The main thematic categories of analysis formed within the current research design were selected and constructed on the basis of the methodological considerations developed above, and are as follows: (1) reference to the growing child and his disability, (2) reference to education and services as part of the educational system, and (3) reference to autism and disability within the social environment.

Reference to the Growing Child and his Disability: From disorder to development
Mothers referred to the image of children in the autistic spectrum by adopting a developmental perspective, which included many examples of the special characteristics and qualitative differences of social interaction. A mother writes for her son in the autistic spectrum: “He is repeatedly asking the same question, obviously in an effort to (a) ask for more information, (b) initiate social interaction, (c) kick off some stress or solve a difficult problem or perhaps he is just trapped in a routine trying to find his way out of it.” This view is very close to the view of advocates of people with autism who have expressed in public their personal experience and perception of autism. For example, Sinclair (2010) views the image of people with autism through the abundance of differences from individuals without autism, presenting many
examples relating to a continuum of neurodevelopmental diversities characterised by qualitative differences in communication, restricted interests, and stereotypic patterns of behaviour. However, his view on autism points out that it is a different way of perception, behaviour and existence within the social environment rather than a disorder. Furthermore, Grandin acknowledged to Sacks (1996) that in her social interactions with people, she feels like “an anthropologist on Mars”. Grandin refers to the uniqueness of each person with autism and the many differences between people with autism. Moreover, the same author notes her own sensory difficulties over time, tantrums, obsessions, overstimulation, anxiety and nervousness, stereotypic behaviour, as well as her taking advantage of her obsessions and turning them into professional skills, and the essential role of teachers in the integration of students with autism (Grandin & Scariano, 1996). In this way the “voices” of people with autism seem to construct an “inside” representation of individuals with autism. Acknowledging the uniqueness of her son, a mother is writing: “I came to realise that his obsessions were a means of expressing himself, of achieving happiness. For a while I was trying to deprive him of his personality.”

A similar effort seemed to be made by the participating mothers by their examining of the uniqueness of the developing child with autism, the diversity and qualitative differences in various aspects of development, and the ways in which these can form a single representation. The image of developing children in the autistic spectrum—as presented in the blogs—was the product of the mothers’ experiences with their children, and contributed to constructing the representation of autism through the maternal relationship and the characteristics, difficulties and behaviour of the child. Furthermore, references were made to specific issues such as epilepsy, drugs, sexuality and the diagnosis itself. The aforementioned issues were identified and discussed repeatedly by mothers viewing the disorder from a developmental perspective. In this
way the experience of autism was communicated through the mothers’ descriptions, which covered a wide range of behaviours and offered a wealth of information about the child and its development. The shift of focus from the difficulties faced by the child because of his developmental disorder to the functional skills that will enable him to meet the demands of family, school and social environment is the goal of mothers who are making efforts to this end.

“In the beginning was the diagnosis” a mother wrote, as the diagnosis is the beginning of all efforts. The diagnosis constitutes a painful introduction of the representation of autism to the individual and family life, and marks the deprivation of “normality” (Russell & Norwich, 2012). The first period after the diagnosis was made, was characterised by severe shock, anger and sadness; some mothers compared this period to a “tombstone”, “the torture of Sisyphus” and “the end of happiness”. The mourning for the loss of the “normal” child was apparent in the narratives of mothers, but it would be inappropriate to conclude that this is continuous or permanent. Mothers reported that they experience anxiety, concern, uncertainty, puzzlement, threat, shock, sadness, distress, anger and the diagnosis and differential diagnosis are presented as time-consuming and quite demanding procedures. As a result, precious time is wasted for the family and child, targeted interventions and provision of education are delayed and parents experience additional emotional and financial problems because of this delay in diagnosis (Fleischmann, 2005; Larson, 1998; Midence & O’Neill, 1999). The participating mothers not only recognised the importance of early diagnosis and the consequences of late diagnosis, but also claim the creation of an organised institutional framework for autism in Greece and its treatment by the state as an existing and frequent disorder of development. By expressing these requests, mothers adopted a model that views disability as a “crusade”. The “crusade” model uses medical concepts and practices to explain the disability, but at the same time takes action by
reacting to some extent to the “personal tragedy” model employed by professionals and claims full participation of children with disabilities instead of the “normalisation” promoted by the medical model (Seligman & Darling, 2007 in Ryan & Runswick-Cole, 2009). In this regard, a mother writes that “... the sooner you receive and accept the diagnosis, the faster you go along ... you must search and study as well as avoid confusion, false promises and scams.” Moreover, another mother supports the notion of early diagnosis of autism as “the only way to help children and their families through Early Intervention” adding that “we, parents, must demand that all children in Greece should be screened for autism early in their lives.”

The emotional, linguistic and psychosocial aspects of child development were those that concerned all of the mothers the most. Within this context, the characteristics of autism were described, as well as the skills the child had conquered in each area of development. The findings show that the mothers were not limited to a simple description of disabilities and special characteristics of children in the autistic spectrum, but seemed to be concerned about the cause and effect relationship and the developmental progress of children, the comparison with the expected behaviour, the typical course of development and the skills acquired by the child in each developmental stage. The various characteristics were thus associated with the development and functionality of each child, behaviour, skills, school performance and relationships with others, providing a sense of continuity. Thus a mother comments upon her son’s new skill: “Since he learned how to read, a whole new world has been opened up in front of us ... he’s been asking to read many times a day ...”

Mothers appeared to set goals and take action and initiatives, approaching the roles of therapists, educators, special educators, psychologists, speech therapists and other specialists without however, substituting for the actual professionals. Dealing with a child with autism
meant they had to go beyond the traditional maternal role of child rearing, to acquire more dimensions and to include specialised skills and interventions. Indeed, the skills developed by these mothers were not the usual skills found in mothers of children without autism. The mothers studied books about autism, referred to websites of scientific associations and professionals, worked alongside their child’s therapists, learned from each other, participated in seminars and conferences, and by developing a critical view of the interventions applied they managed to apply themselves to some elements of those interventions. As a mother indicates, “it is worth remembering that development does not progress in a linear fashion but in uneven steps, so don’t become obsessed with the developmental milestones.” It also seems that they acted as co-therapists by applying problem-solving skills adapted to the family’s daily routine and way of life. A necessary condition for this to happen was that they themselves acquired sufficient understanding of the issues related to the development, personality, weaknesses and preferences of the child, and that they were able to combine these in a creative way in order to solve problems as “practical scientists” and develop the child’s functional skills by achieving progressive goals. A mother dealing with her son’s sexuality issues writes: “Unwanted sexual behaviours (like stripping in public areas and masturbating, touching strangers or children, etc.) are treated as unwanted behaviour problems, namely by teaching the right thing to do (using pictures for example), interrupting (not verbally) the unwanted behaviour and practicing again and again.” Previous scholars (Dreuth Zeman et al., 2011b) focused on mother bloggers acting not only as parents, but as therapists and advocates as well, depicting their fight for quality services to their children.

In the current study, sexuality seemed to be the area of development the mothers knew less about and this was a cause of anxiety, especially as their children approached puberty. The
majority said they were not familiar with the subject and they felt unprepared, although they realised that they would have to deal with it in the near future. It seems that they faced their child for the first time as a person with gender and the sexuality related to that gender. However, the prospect of addressing the issue without proper support and guidance was frightening and stressful for them. A mother notes that “Puberty in autistic people looks like a bomb ready to explode at any moment.” Additionally, the issue of companionship, human intimacy and coexistence was discussed with reference to specific examples, and was associated with sexuality and the needs of people with disabilities which are not covered by the current life model.

Some mothers were also particularly preoccupied about epilepsy and medication, along with the side effects that accompanied these medical conditions. One of them describes epilepsy as “a hit below the belt. I can deal with autism but I find it impossible to deal with epilepsy.” The existence or lack of quality health services as well as the parents’ right to be informed and choose their child’s treatment are key issues that have been addressed extensively. Mothers argued that they have the right to be informed and choose the treatment of their children themselves, opposing the medical model that deems professionals as experts who decide and parents as passive recipients of medical decisions. One of them is clearly stating that “I do not intend to sacrifice my son putting him on medication that causes him to suffer all those strong side effects.”

Mothers did not have a very clear understanding of what autism is, and it seemed that they were puzzled whether autism constituted a separate representation quite distinct from the representation of the child and which are the boundaries of the two representations. In one instance, the brain of the person in the autistic spectrum appears as a messy suitcase, unlike the neuro-typical person’s brain that corresponds to a tidy suitcase, while a “wise” person with
autism resembles a suitcase having inside only one thing—that thing which the person with autism excels at. Another mother referring to the minds of some of the people in the autistic spectrum writes that “Autistic minds are definitely the strongest ones ... That boy with IQ higher than Einstein, couldn’t have been but autistic.” These efforts, through often simplistic metaphors, romantic representations and extreme examples, are essentially the mental processes which show the mothers’ attempts to understand autism through the variety, complexity and the challenges it presents, to create fantasies that mentally satisfy them and representations that eventually reconcile fantasy with external reality. Thus, a mother describes her son as “… my little star, my Little Prince, who lives so far away from my world and I need to learn the rules of his world …”

Reference to Education and Services as Part of the Educational System: A long-lasting struggle

From the analysis of the research findings, it seems that mothers’ experiences in relation to the education and provision of services for children in the autistic spectrum are narrated at three levels: The first level concerns the structures and operation of the schooling system and the curriculum and private services, the second level deals with politics and its impact on education, and the third level is about the culture, attitudes and the hidden value system of the educational system.

The mothers were mainly concerned with finding an appropriate educational setting; the lack of appropriate educational structures for children in the autistic spectrum in Greece was common knowledge to all mothers. The mothers expressed their concern about the existing schools due to the problems in both infrastructure and staffing. It is argued that the lack of structures and the lack of experts justify the continuous requests of parents for the improvement of the educational system and the adequate staffing of schools (Kontopoulou & Tzivinikou,
2004; Vlachou & Mavropalias, 2008). Due to these problems in the infrastructure, a number of children in the autistic spectrum were forced to remain at home without attending school. Moreover, it seems that the children with more severe difficulties, i.e. those who cannot perform on their own the tasks of everyday life, the “itchy”, the hyperactive, those who have apparent behavioural and social adjustment difficulties, the ones who find attending school more difficult, are faced with “waiting lists” and “staff shortages”, while parents are often driven, directly or indirectly, to other schools or private frameworks. All the mothers reported using costly private services for their autistic children, which included interventions by specialists after school either by individuals at home or in organised intervention centers. This is a financial burden for all parents because the Greek National Insurance Service covers only a small amount of the expenses. A mother gave the title “... of a lesser god ...” when she described the treatment received by disabled students in the Greek educational system. Another mother felt deeply disappointed when the kindergarten teacher informed her that all children were expected to be independent in the bathroom and fully trained before enrollment: “I couldn't bring myself to admit that he wasn’t potty-trained yet and of course we never returned to that school again.” This veiled culture of rejection denies disabled children’s rights to education and is perpetuated through a system of hypocrisy by turning a blind eye to the inadequate educational system.

The rejection of the child with autism has thus become a status quo which parents must accept and abide by, under threat of punishment for the child and themselves. A mother describes a scene where an angry school teacher shouts at her: “Shame on you, why did you do that? Don’t you watch TV? People are getting genetic tests nowadays, are you that ignorant?” Hostile relationships between members of the staff and the mother were also described by scholars in the States, when the mother tried to convince the staff members to provide services
for her child (Swanke, Dreuth Zeman, & Doktor, 2009). According to Boutskou (2008), teachers in special schools perceive parents with deficiency models, while education officials with the personal tragedy model. Data from the present study support this argument and show how the whispers of teachers “construct” parents. The veiled culture of rejection that underlies these models gradually becomes evident and runs through the entire spectrum of education.

Furthermore, the mothers experienced the bureaucracy, formalism and lack of taking responsibility which characterises the attitude of the Greek educational system. Similar findings have been reported in other studies that examined the experiences of a small sample of parents with disabled children in the Greek educational system (Zoniou-Sideri & Deropoulou-Derou, 2008). Another aspect found in the Greek educational context is the minimal implementation of the laws regarding special education and disability rights (Zoniou-Sideri, 2011). In this vein, a mother uses the term “state with special needs” to show how the students with autism and their families are forced to adjust to the needs and deficiencies of the social system, which uses the medical model as an excuse to project its own weaknesses and errors onto citizens with disabilities. Therefore, it is extremely important to take into account and redefine shortcomings, failures and negative examples, and to emphasise the positive examples and good practices identified by mothers in order for these to emerge, be cultivated and constitute not only objects of analysis but also role models.

The mothers were mostly concerned with the future prospects for their child with autism and narrated their worries about their child’s independence, adulthood, employment and the social effects of financial crisis on education, health care and disability. Some of them seemed to consider future in the short term while others adopted a longer-term perspective. A mother described the dead-end faced by another mother who was trying to secure closed care for her
adult son with autism before she died: “Because of the cancer she can barely take care of herself, let alone her son ... But what she fears most is not death rather than leaving him alone and helpless ...” The mothers were largely concerned about the future of their children in the autistic spectrum in the event that they were no longer alive to take care of them because there is a minimal provision of services for adults with autism in Greece. All of them highlighted their concern about the existing institutions, their appropriateness and the conditions that operate because the quality of services provided to people with autism is low and they have a profit orientation. It is not by chance that Goffman (1963) describes institutions as landfills for the dumping of people and that Timmons (2008) argues that the separation in institutions leads to loss of humanity and dignity as the staff focus mainly on their duties rather than on the children. In this regard, a mother who has visited several such institutions considers them “as dumping grounds for forgotten people”.

Reference to the Social Environment: Acceptance-rejection, stigma and struggle against discrimination and social exclusion

Overall, the mothers discussed issues of acceptance, rejection, stigma and struggle against discrimination. Some mothers reported loneliness and isolation as a consequence of rejection by the social environment, an actual experience of social exclusion, and some reported loss of friends and social life. The study of Dreuth Zeman et al. (2011b) also reported feelings of isolation between cyber mothers, mainly relating to the home-school environment and the lack of support. Others referred to the limitations unavoidably experienced in their social lives and to the negative reactions of strangers. Some of them experienced not only rejection and stigma in their environment but also inside themselves. Others challenged those around them to address their prejudices and accept diversity. Some mothers mentioned disability and political discourse, mass media discourse, and the discourse arising from public figures.
The social environment often poses control and discipline issues for the children in the autistic spectrum and their families. The mothers experienced negative comments and rejection by the social environment due to their children’s behaviour, especially when outside, in situations involving contact with other people in public places such as the church, playground, restaurant or shops. One mother reported feelings of anger caused by comments, advice and aggressive suggestions of others on the behaviour of her child. In another instance, a mother became obviously angry with those who characterised and addressed her child as a “problem”. It appears as if the physical substance of the child with autism is registered in the social context and acquires its importance in society, where the physical body becomes a social body and is treated as a “problem”. According to Makrinioti (2004), this happens to bodies that differ, i.e. those bodies that disrupt the daily routine, cause bewilderment, challenge the standard boundaries of the body and raise issues of control and discipline. During these social interactions, according to Milton (2012), certain behavioral indicators linked with differences in neurology are not only producing differences in sociality, but are used to construct the notions of autism as a “lack” and “social deficit”.

In addition, one mother’s concern stood out in her narrative about whether the teacher would treat her child with dignity, whether his classmates would laugh at him, whether the older kids would beat him up again and whether just being different would cause social problems at school. The school environment is presented as hostile towards the student with autism who appears to deviate from the socially accepted standard (Storey, 2007). As children in the autistic spectrum find it difficult or do not meet the culturally and socially defined expectations of behaviour (Solomon, 2010), it seems inevitable that they are rejected by the social environment,
and these acts of rejection cannot be easily disputed. “People need to know that autism relates to diversity, not deficit” states a mother.

While the notions of inclusion and diversity are echoed in the mothers’ discourse, the depiction of autism and disability in the media seems to reinforce negative stereotypes. The vicious cycle includes the negative reactions of others towards children in the autistic spectrum which are partly due to their ignorance about autism and which favour in turn the isolation of children in the autistic spectrum within the confines of their home.

Conclusions
The mothers’ narratives of their children in the autistic spectrum build a “mosaic” of views, experiences and emotions which could describe the actual experience of being the mother of a child with autism. By reconstructing the image of children in the autistic spectrum through the blogs of mothers, one could reach the conclusion that autism is experienced by mothers: (a) as a diagnostic category and disorder within a developmental context (Panopoulou-Maratou, 2010; Shah et al., 2007), whose symptoms are connected with the course of development and affect many aspects of it (Papoudi, 2008); (b) as a struggle for quality education and services within the educational context (Boutskou, 2008; Zoniou-Sideri & Deropoulou-Derou, 2008); and (c) as a disability within the social environment associated with rejection, stigma and the struggle against discrimination and social exclusion (Goffman, 1963; Gray, 2002; Makrinioti, 2004). These mothers challenged the constructs of autism as a developmental disorder, as special educational needs and as a disability which all appear as separate models in the autism field.

The struggle of the specific mothers for the education of children in the autistic spectrum seems to hold a prominent position among the conclusions of this research. Autism constitutes a childhood disorder involving special characteristics and disabilities that lead to exclusion from
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learning, and social exclusion (Panopoulou-Maratou, 2010). The lack of support structures, the reluctance, the intolerance and the inability of the educational system to differentiate itself from the medical model of education, shift all responsibility from organisations and education professionals to parents of disabled children (Zoniou-Sideri & Deropoulou-Derou, 2008). It appears, therefore, that children in the autistic spectrum and their parents undergo the covert culture of rejection by the educational system that treats them according to the deficiency and the personal tragedy models (Boutskou, 2008). Instead of ensuring the rights of children in the autistic spectrum, these are questioned through bureaucracy and formalism and are violated by the educational services not taking responsibility for educational provision (Phtiaka, 2008; Zoniou-Sideri & Deropoulou-Derou, 2008). The mothers were not able to ensure their autistic child’s right to education, and their efforts to access the education services were a constant struggle with many frustrations, stress and anxiety (Zoniou-Sideri & Deropoulou-Derou, 2008). These mothers dream of ensuring quality education in public schools, supplemented by private services for children in the autistic spectrum, and for all children with or without disabilities.

The participating mothers also narrated the practices of rejection, stigmatization and charitable attitude towards people with disabilities, and addressed disability by adopting either the medical or the hybrid model (Zoniou-Sideri et al., 2006). But they also asserted the rights of children in the autistic spectrum, reacting to rejection and stigmatisation and acting as advocates for their children’s rights, a finding also supported by the research of Zeman et al., (2011). It seems that the mothers had a mixed perception of autism, adopting views and borrowing ideas from the medical model of disability, from the hybrid model and from the social model of disability.
The written narratives of mothers having children in the autistic spectrum, as presented through their posts on their personal blogs, provide a view of autism both as a clinical category and as a sociocultural phenomenon associated with educational and social challenges, as a disorder and diagnostic category from a developmental perspective, as an educational challenge, and finally as a disability associated with stigma and rejection. The use of the personal blogs gave the mothers the opportunity to express their views publicly and narrate their experiences, which constitutes a context of informal “treatment”. In this way, the Internet served as a vehicle to develop links with other parents, receive and provide help and support, but also to act against stigma and rejection of their children by becoming role models themselves.

Further research needs to be undertaken in order to explore in-depth and enlighten the ways in which families with children in the autistic spectrum experience their everyday life, and the obstacles they face in meeting the individual needs of their children. The majority of published papers (Myers et al., 2009; Ryan & Runswick-Cole, 2009, Sawchuka & Clarkea, 2015) are from countries in which diagnostic services and educational provision are well developed, but we are lacking information from diverse socio-cultural backgrounds. In order to gain a better understanding of autism, professionals should listen not only to their own voices but also to the voices and experiences of people with autism and their families worldwide.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blog</th>
<th>Children in family</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Mother’s education</th>
<th>Mother’s employment status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>HFA—Asperger Syndrome</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Autism</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
<td>Employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Autism</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
<td>Employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>PDD</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
<td>Employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>PDD</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Employed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>